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Preface

The Swedish Association of Applied Linguistics

ASLA is part of the international Organisation AILA, which has members in
more than thirty countries all over the world. The main aim of the association is

to promote and disseminate information about linguistic research relating to
practical lanauage problems in society. ASLA's activities are as follows:
- arranging Conferences, symposia and seminars.
- Publishing a newsletter for its members.
- Publishing symposium proceedings and other material,
-distributing information and published material from AIl.A.
- taking part in AILA's scientific commissions. committees and Conferences.
The newsletter "ASLA Information" is sent out three times a year. It gives
details of literature, Conferences etc. One issue a year also contains a section

presenting ongoing research and developments in applied linguistics.

On 26-29 August 1992. 300 scholars from all over the world met in Uppsala.
Sweden. for a Conference on the theme of Discoiirse and the Professions. The
Conference, which was organized by Britt-Louise Gunnarsson. Per Linell and
Bengt Nordberg, was held under the auspices of ASLA. the Swedish Associa
tion for Applied Linguistics. and it was one in a series of annual Conferences
arranged by the Swedish affiliate. This. however. was the first international

ASLA contercnce since 1981. when the 6th AILA World Conference was held

A yearly symposium is arranged. with a theme which is of interest to

in Lund. Sweden.

researchers and practitioners. The proceedings of these autumn symposia are
published in ASLA's publication series. The books in this series are yearbooks
and they are distributed free of Charge to ASLA members.

multidisciplinary and multifaceted explorations of the field of Professional

It is possible to become a member of ASLA by paying the membership fee
(SEK 175 from July 1, 1994)to the Swedish Association of Applied Linguistics.
postal giro 403286-8. Membership includes the yearbook in ASLA's publication

fhe aim of the Conference was to create an international forum for

communication. Because of the ongoing differentiation and specialization of

professions. more and more people are becoming aware of the importance of
effective communication among organizations and individuals in science.
bureaucracies. health care. business. government and administration. in short in
practically every area of modern society. Language is, for obvious reasons. one

series, ASLA Information, AILA Review and AILA News. Members can also

of the most important tools of many professions. The ability to communicate.

attend ASLA symposia and buy back issues of ASLA's publication series at a
discount. ASLA publications can be ordered from: ASLA. c/o FUMS. P.O. Box
1834, S-751 48 Uppsala, Sweden.

not only within onc's own Professional group. but also between different

specialisl groups and betweeen experts and laymen. is absolutely vital if society
IS to function properly. In many professions. oral and written contact with the
general public forms the core of Professional activity. At the same time. the

Text and Talk in Professional Contexts. Selected Papers from the International
Conference "Discourse and the Professions," Uppsala, 26-29 August, 1992.

development of new communications technology has created new Channels for
Professional interaction. Many people's Professional work consists of an
mtricate interaction between human beings and advanced technical equipment

Britt-Louise Gunnarsson, Per Linell & Bengt Nordberg (eds.). ASLA, The

and Systems.

Swedish Association of Applied Linguistics. Uppsala 1994.

This Situation has given rise to a large and diversified body of research along
different lines of thought and in different methodological traditions within e.g.

ISBN 91-87884-05-4
ISSN 1100-5629
) ASLA and the authors

text linguistics. the study of LSP. rhetoric. discourse analysis. interactional
sociolinguistics. anthropology. sociology and the history of science. However.

the general trend has been for these disciplines to pursue the study of Profes
sional language largely in theoretical and methodological Isolation from each

other. One of the aims of the Conference was to contribute to an integration of
these various research traditions.

In accordance with these aims. the Conference covered written as well as oral

language. historical development as well as contemporary Variation, communi-

cation between experts as well as between experts and lay persons. communication within a language Community as well as intercultural communication and

Contents

Interpretation.
The Conference was broad in scope and attracted scholars from different

disciplines and fields. linguists. sociologists. psychologists. anthropologists and
educationalists. The academic programme comprised four plenary lectures and
99 section papers. All in all. 217 scholars wcrc activc in one form or another

during the fourdays. Of the seven sections, the one on "Expert-lay communi
cation" was the largest, with 29 papers altogcthcr. Other major sections were
"Writing in different Professional settings". "Message structuring for different
audiences—popularization-specialization". and "Professional language across

Introductory address

Whcn two augurs meet, they smile...

time and culture".

A Special feature of the eonference were the Marcus Wallenberg Workshops,

Stif- Ströniholm

eleven in number and covering themes such as "The reform of official

language", "Cross-cultural communication in the professions", "Work, interaction and technology", and "Intercultural negotiations".

Two publications will appear as a result of this Conference. One of these will

Professional Language across Time and Culture
Competition and Discourse Community; Introductions from Nysvenska

be pubiished by Longman as a volume in their "Language in Social Life Series".

Studier

The title of this book, edited by B.-L. Gunnarsson, F. Linell and B. Nordberg, is

Kirstin M. Fredricksnn & John M.Swales

The Construction ofProfessional Discourse. It contains thirteen articles and an
introduction.

The other publication appearing as a result of the eonference is the present
volume, Text and Talk in Professional Contexts, pubiished as number 6 in
"ASLA:s skriftserie". The seventeen articles of the book focus on three central

subthemes of the eonference: "Professional Language across Time and Culture",

"Writing for Different Audiences and in Different Settings", and "Talk and
Interaction in Institutions", The book also contains the opening address by Stig

Robert Boyle's Views on the Language of Science

9

23

Maurizio Gotti

The Historical Development of the Register Barrier in Professional
Language

37

Genjfrey Huf-hes

Varieties of Psychological Discourse: Mental Reference in Professional

Strömholm, the Vice-Chancellor of Uppsala University. This book should be of

and Everyday Language

great interest to all those concerned with communication in the professions, It
gives a broad perspective on the study of text and talk in professional contexts,

Carl F. Graumann

We would like to thank those who supported the eonference and this publi
cation financially. Large contributions were given by the Marcus Wallenberg
Foundation for International Cooperation in Science and the Swedish Council
for Social Research, SFR. We also received support from the Ministry of
Education and Science and from Uppsala University.
We also wish to thank Björn Melander for his secretarial work and Hakan
Landqvist for his meticulous technical preparation of the articles for printing.
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Paper presented te the International Conference en Disceurse and the Prefessions, Uppsala, Sweden, August 1992.

Tannen, Deborah, 1990: Talking Voices. Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press.

An interesting aspect in the psychelegical research ef interpersonal behaviour is
the question ef expectancy formatien and resulting behavioural actions.

Since Merten fermulated his cencept ef the "self-fulfilling prophecy"(1948),
which was followed up by Rosenthal & Jacebson's (1968) teacher-expectancy
effect (see also Jussim 1986). varieus studies have shown that the way people

treat each other is widely determined by what they expect. All of these studies
refer to the fact that beliefs. hypetheses and expectations about a person or a

future event may become facts. that may be cenfirmed by the target of the
hypethesis er prophecy when acting according to the partner's predictions.
Most ef this literature en interpersonal expectations and expectancy

confirmation (e.g. Snyder 1984) er mere recently, identity negotiation (e.g.

Swann 1987) suggests that such partner-related hypetheses tend to be confirmed
rather than disconfirmed. The explanatien for these effects seems to be quite
simple when Snyder (1981:300) states: "The behavior of other people is very
much a preduct ef eur ewn actions teward them. How others present themselves
te US is, in large measure. a preduct of how we first treat them."

However. recent studies have shown that people also disconfirm certain
hypetheses. especially when the hypetheses are socially undesirable for the
target. contradict their self-image (Hilten & Darley 1985) or make them feel
pressurised (Baumgardner & Brownee 1987).

Partner hypetheses have te be regarded as cemplex phenomena. Apart from
Information about specific individuals with respect to age, ethnicity, personality
traits, attitudes. greup membership er Status and formal power, etc., which
influence partner hypetheses, situatienal factors also contribute to the formation
of expectations (Galtung 1959).

It is ebvieus that partner hypetheses are largely communicated by language.
However, mest ef the studies in this field have failed to examine this dimension,
but fecussed instead en nen-verbal variables or more global communicative
behavieurs like praise and reprimand (Harris & Resenthal 1985).
' The research reported in ^Is article was made possible by a grant from the German Science
Foundation (DFG).
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A research project in the Heidelberg/Mannheim Collaborative Research
Group "Speech and Situation," which investigates "social identity and partner

about the hearer's willingness to comply, or even assumes that the hearer is
reluctant to comply.

hypotheses in conversations" has been mainly focussing on the aspect of the

Previous research (Dorn-Mahler et al. 1989) has shown that Speakers in SS

verbal communication of partner hypotheses. We want to knovv more about

(e.g. syperiors vis-ä-vis subordinates) used more indirect requests, interrogative

communicative behaviours that occur in dyads in which a person A has
hypotheses, assumptions, beliefs, expectations about characteristics or possible

or Statement intonation accompanied by a half-smile, whereas in RS more direct
requests (e.g. "please make some coffee now") will be used, which then, however, were softened by a füll smile. Further results have shown that, in general, a
more direct, explicit request, although presented in a friendly and polite manner
(smiling, intonation) is most effective: targets of the request reported more
positive emotional evaluations and were able to reproduce more elements of the

reactions, etc. of a partner B —hypotheses which B is not aware of.

1

Interaction strategies in asymmetrical interaction

Asymmetrica! interactions are part of everyday work situations and are therefore

relevant and important to most of the adult population at some time in their
lives. Work-place interaction involves a specific type of talk which very often
includes typical routine phrases connected with the type of work. Communi

cation at the work-place is also largely determined by the specific Status
hierarchy and the sex of interacting partners (Fine et al. 1987).
Ever since Brown & Levinson's (1978) study, Status differences have been
regarded as one of the central dimensions in asymmetrical interactions. Status
asymmetry implies a difference in social power and consequently a different
distribution of conversational rights (Erickson et al. 1978; Bradac & Wisegarver
1984; Holtgräves, Srull & Socall 1989). Recent research on power and asym
metrical interaction has shown that two different aspects have to be considered;
power and interactional dominance (Linell, Gustavsson & Juvonen 1988;

Thimm 1990; Thimm & Kruse 1991). Being in power in a social relationship is
different from exhibiting dominant behaviour. Power may be defined as a
Potential for exercising influence over other people's actions, decisions and

thoughts, whereas interactional dominance concerns manifest properties of
discourse (Linell et al. 1988).

Different speech markers have been discussed in the light of power-related
talk. For example, speech rate has been described as an important factor in the
formation of impressions. Some studies showed faster speaking people to be
more convincing and more competent and attractive (Street, Brady & Putnam
1983). Other relevant aspects of powerful/powerless talk are the amount of
speech (Linell & Jönsson 1990) and the length and placing of pauses(O'Greene,
Lindsey & Hawn 1990).

An important influence on verbal behaviour is the type of Situation. Herrmann
(1982), Winterhoff-Spurk & Grabowski-Gellert (1987b) classify situations in
terms of the legitimacy of the requesting Speaker and the willingness or ability
of the hearer who has to respond to the request; situations in which Speakers feel
their requests are legitimate and the hearers are Willing to comply are called
Standard situations (SS). A Variation to the Standard Situation is the risk of
reactance, in short. a reactance Situation (RS), which exists when the Speaker
considers her/his legitimacy to ask for something to be high, but is not so sure

request. The authors Interpret the kind of speech behaviour which is either most
effective in SS or in RS as a combination of both task- and employee-oriented
behaviours.

A Situation in which a Speaker might expect resistance from his/her partner
could be a "face-threatening" Situation (Goffman 1972). Empirical research has
demonstrated that in particular speech which is more direct is considered facethreatening", while less forceful requests reflect the speaker's concern with the
hearer's possible of face (Holtgräves et al. 1989).

The importance of speech style in work-related asymmetrical interactions has
been investigated in several studies. Steffen & Eagly (1985) found that high
Status persons were assumed to use a more direct and impolite style and were
also thought more likely to gain compliance by using this style. Lower Status
subjects were more concerned with face-saving, and also perceived the sty e o
their partner's talk as more direct and less polite. Both studies showe t at

softening and politeness strategies were directly related to Status, the hig
®
Status the more direct and less polite the style of talk was perceive to e.
According to the politeness model of Brown & Levinson (1978), an researc
by Penman (1990), however, one would expect that higher Status mteractants
should be less concerned with attending to the face of a lovyer Status interactan .
Another type of action to be considered in connection with communication in
asymmetrical situations is compliance gaining. What, for examp e, appens

when a boss expects resistance from an employee whom he e lev^
reluctant to carry out his requests? Hovv does this specific expectahon a out is
partner affect his verbalisation of the request? Compliance-gaming strategies
have been researched under various aspects (Marwell & Schmitt

, •

^

al. 1977; Barnicott & Roloff 1978). These authors describe specific types of
speech acts which serve to achieve control over the relationship and/or t e
interaction. One result seems especially noteworthy; Barnicott & Roloff(1 7 )
showed that prosocial strategies such as praise were used more often by so
called "high Macchiavellians" to reach their goal than antisocial strategies such
as direct commands.
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We were seeking answers to the following questions:

The material: work-place interaction

The material for this study consists of an experimental role-piay,"The Miller
file", focussing on communication between a boss and bis/her subordinate in a

- How is the dialogue constructed in the light of different beliefs about
the willingness or unwillingness of the assistant?

work-place setting. The data were taken from audio- (and video-) tapes,
produced by another team in our Collaborative Research Group, who were

- Which Speech markers associated with powerful talk prove to be
significant for this type of work-place interaction?
- What strategies does a superior use to achieve compliance from an

mainly interested in studying nonverbal concommitants of request behaviour
(Winterhoff-Spurk et al. 1987a).
For the experimental role-play subjects were asked to enact the following
Situation: they were to play a head of department who has spent the morning in a
management meeting and now is returning to his office, which he shares with
his assistant. Ms Dorn (a confederate). The subjects were told that they should
inform her first about news from the meeting (there will be new fumiture for the

office) and then teil her that the Miller file, which they have routinely already
given to her, has to be completed today. It is one hour before Ms Dorn would
normally leave the office. The confederate was instructed to say very little. Just
enough to keep the conversation going.
Two different situations were compared: the first (Situation I) is meant to be a

Standard Situation, while the second Situation (Situation II) should correspond to
a reactance prone Situation.

The subjects received the following instructions:

Situation I:

"It is easy to complete the file within the time given. Ms Dorn

assistant?

- How are the different styles of talk Judged in terms of acceptance by
external Judges?

3

Methodological approach and results

Three different methodological approaches were used. Firstly, quantitative
variables, which had proved to be relevant for interaction situations with power
differences (cf. Thimm & Kruse 1991), were analysed and evaluated statistically
for significant differences between SS and RS. Secondly, conversational anal-

ysis was used for complex speech patterns which characterise Strategie
interaction. Thirdly, global ratings of external observers were carried out to gain
an Impression of the behaviour of the subjects. This threefold methodological
approach is in accordance with our overall interdisciplinary approach involving
social psychology and linguistics.

knows the case. She has the file."

Situation II: "It is not quite certain whether the file can be completed
within normal working hours or whether it requires overtime.
Ms Dom knows the case. She has the file."

41 male students aged 24-39 served as subjects. They had previoulsy worked in
a State employment office and were now attending a Civil Service College. 20
subjects played Situation I, 21 played Situation II.
Two types of speech patterns had to be produced: "giving Information"

(inform someone about new furniture, i.e. something pleasant) and "requesting".
In Situation I this is a routine request, whereas in Situation II it is implied that the
assistant might be forced to work overtime. Situation II can be regarded as a
more unpleasant task and potentially face-threatening for the "boss" who is

doing the requesting. This is because any resistance by the clerk would require

3.1

Speech markers

Frequency counts were calculated with chi-square; comparison of means was
calculated with t-tests for independent samples.
For analysis the texts were divided into separate sections or topics (cate-

gorised independently by three coders) which were analysed for those speech
markers which had proved relevant for asymmetrical interaction in previous
research.

The following sections were differentiated:
- greeting

- lead-up to the topics fumiture and Miller file
- topic furniture

- topic Miller file(= request section)

more decisive compliance-gaining moves, which include the risk of being not
successful and being seen as authoritarian.

- evaluation, conclusion

The role-playing Situation was thus characterised (I) by a difference in formal
power assigned to A and B (boss and subordinate) and (2) by differing
hypotheses that A was given about B's willingness to carry out a specific task.
This scenario is typica! of work situations and the subjects feit that it was quite

- Overall speech rate
- speech rate per section

easy to enact their role.

- remainder

These sections were analysed for the following quantitative categories:
- amount of words per section and total
- amount of time per section (in seconds)
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- length of pauses before changing to another topic (pause 1 in seconds)

In the reactance Situation, subjects clearly preferred Statements (2/3 of the
utterances) to questions, while commands were rare (chi-square=7.36, p<.03).

- length of pauses within sections (pause 2 in seconds)
- total length of pauses per section

For this part of the analysis significant results were found in only two of the
sections: the greeting and the evaluation phase. Greeting encompasses the first
encounter of the interactants, the evaluation section means the concluding part

of the dialogue. In soine cases this was characterised by an evaluation of the
Situation such as,"I think that is all. Do you have any more questions?"
In the Standard Situation the subjects used significantly more words to greet
the assistant(z= -2.35, p<.02).
In the evaluation section the speech rate yielded a significant difference:

people in RS talk much faster than those in SS (z= -3.8, p<.OOI). Subjects in SS,
on the other hand, use more time (z=3.06, p<.003) and more words (z=1.93,
p<.06).

These results are in accordance with other research findings. The increased
speech rate can be taken as a sign of feeling inferior or threatened. Subjects

engaging in this style of talk try to avoid interference or interruptions by their
interaction partners. Yet in sum, these quantitative parameters did not produce

Hence the strengest and most direct forms of request are used less often in RS.
The lack of command-like requests confirm the result of Barnicott & Roloff
(1978), that antisocial moves, which might threaten the face of the other person,
are not seen as very desirable, because they would shed a negative light on the
Speaker her/himself.

One interesting result was that the people in the reactance Situation made
more attempts to realise the request — they mentioned the "Miller file"
repeatedly, with another topic in between.
The topic "Miller file" was addressed a second time by 5 subjects in SS and
by 13 subjects in RS (who also used more words and more time). It was

addressed a third time by only one subject in SS, but still by 8 in RS. Although
subjects in RS addressing the Miller file for a second time used significantly
more words and more time, they altogether did not use more words and time for

the request section, but Just split it up into several pieces. This can be interpreted
in the light of Strategie interaction (see "chunking" below).

clear-cut differences.

3.3

Strategie interaction

3.2

syntactical analysis of the request section yielded a number of interesting but

Quantitative measures of the communication structure and a rather rough initial
Requesting

The analysis of the request section, however, revealed more results. Subjects
varied in the way they realised the request to fmish the file. For this reason, the

request section of the texts was analysed using both qualitative and quantitative
methods.

An analysis of three different types of syntactical forms was carried out:
Statements, questions, and commands. Statements were utterances such as,
"Tonight the file is available," questions were, for example: "Could you complete the file today?" and commands were short forms such as: "Complete the
file today."

In the Standard Situation we found 37 request utterances, in the reactance
Situation 62. The following distribution was obtained:

still relatively weak indications of particular speech behaviour in Standard and
reactance-prone situations. Thus we considered it useful to apply analytical
procedures derived from discourse analysis, focussing on interaction strategies
that may be used in face-threatening situations.

Strategie interaction can be regarded as central to reactance prone situations.

We define strategy as a sequence of speech patterns serving the purpose of
reaching the interaction goal of the Speaker in a Situation of actual or perceived
reactance. We distinguish type of strategy from types of Strategie moves which
serve to realise the strategy in the context of the verbal interaction. The strategy

itself is named according to the goal aimed for. The exact speech patterns, i.e.
Strategie moves, are analysed in relation to the strategy(Thimm 1990).

To analyse Strategie interaction in the context of asymmetrical work-related
communication the following strategies and their concommitant Strategie moves

Tahle I.

Request utterances (in absolute numbers)

Syntactical form

were analysed:

Standard Situation

Reactance Situation

Statements

14

39

Questions

11

15

Commands

12

8

Total

37

62
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Tahle 2.

b. Chunking

Analysed strategies and Strategie moves

Goals

Strategy

Strategie moves

avoid,
prevent

avoidance strategy

delegation, changing
topic, vagueness,
mentioning external
sources, chunking

maintain

relationship-securing

relationship,

strategy

secure the

personal addressing,
confirming,making sure,
idiomatic phrasing

interaction

get person to
cooperate

cooperative strategy

compliment, praise,
offer compensation

establish or

power strategy

Order, threaten,

confirm power

mention hierarchy

Another way to get around a tricky Situation is to approaeh it step by step and
mentioning other topics in between. We ealled this approaeh "chunking".
As mentioned above (requesting) the topie "Miller file" was addressed by
significantly more subjeets for a seeond and even a third time in RS than in SS.

This means that they present the request in little pieees and thus try to avoid a
confrontation. The topics they mention in between are pleasant topics, like the
new furniture. This may be interpreted as a gradual approaeh to a potentially
face-threatening request, a kind of softening or mitigating technique.
c. Vagueness

To make the request sound less direct and therefore less pressuring, subjunctive
verb forms were used (in German there is a stylistic difference between the

indicative and the subjunctive, the latter sounding less direct, more like "Could
you maybe..."). Although statistical evaluation did not show significant
differences, a high Standard deviation in RS (3.0705), indicated a wide Variation
within the RS group, which was later corroborated by other results. There seem

over others

to be two ways of coping with the Situation. Subjeets either delegate responsi
bility, sounding vague and keeping the whole interaction short, or they do the

3.3.1 Avoidance strategy

offering compensation. e.g. time off in lieu.

Certain Strategie moves help in a potentially face-threatening Situation, either to
reduce conflict er prevent it from arising at all. Avoidance of confrontation is

3.3.2 The relationship-securing strategy

one of the most effective strategies, because then nobody has to repair the
damage. This was realised in three types of Strategie moves:

To maintain personal contact and a certain level of intimacy interactants use

a. Delegation

interaction always requires a certain degree of cooperation between the partners.

Avoidance is mostly realised by delegation of responsibility, i.e. the Speaker
distanees himself from the problem and thus cannot be held responsible.

Delegation is typieally expressed by such phrases as "I was told" or "it was

opposite by sounding personal, engaging in dialogue, using a colloquial style or

various stategic moves (Cody, McLaughlin & Schneider 1981). Continuing an

It is also a prerequisite before the Speaker can get the addressee to comply. In
our material the following Strategie moves to secure the relationship were found.
a. Forms of address

deeided that..." Similar numbers of delegation moves oeeurred in both
conditions: in 11 eases out of 20 in SS and in 13 out of 21 in RS. Delegation of

The choice of personal pronouns when addressing helps to define the

responsibility obviously seems important to subjeets in both conditions.
However the way people delegate is quite different.
One particular Strategie move. for example, was only found in RS (3 out of

personal form Du instead of the formal form Sie (both meaning 'you )and

13): referring to an external authority, usually his own superior, e.g. "my boss
told me","1 was approached by my boss." This implies that the partners are on

relationship(Brown & Gilman 1960).

Some of the "bosses" were trying to reduce the asymmetry: they used the
sometimes even say we. Sie was used signifcantly more often in the RS (p<.02),
indicating that the assistant was more often addressed directly. The we form was

used mostly in the description of the task (e.g."we have to finish the Miller file

an equal footing, both subordinate to another boss. Interestingly, 3 out of the 8
subjeets in RS who did not delegate responsibility used the opposite taetie of
making the task sound personally important to them.("This is really important

sound personal and consequently use we very often, while others stay very

to me.")

formal and businesslike, choosing to delegate responsibility.

today"). Again, a high Standard deviation (s=3.07) points to Variation within the
RS group: some employ a general strategy of making their communication
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Also the absence of addressing is noteworthy. While not a single subject in
the RS failed to address the clerk. only 4 did so in the SS.

from the assistant (rather than rhetorical questions) can be interpreted as
attempts to engage in a dialogue.

b. Colloquiai style

Another way of relating to the assistant is trying to make sure that she has
everything she needs. These brief questions are very frequent in both conditions

Office talk is usually task-oriented and characterised by formal speech. Yet

(13 in SS, 15 in RS) and are task-oriented ("Do you have everything you
need?") and sometimes personally oriented ("Are you sure you can do it?"). The

previous research has also shown that shifting from a more formal to a more
colloquiai style is a feature of povverful language (Scotton 1985).
We wanted to investigate whether the "boss" engaged in purely formal style
(office talk) thus keeping himself at a distance from bis assistant, or whether he
tried to sound personal and easy-going by using a colloquiai style.
Analysis of the degree of colloquiality revealed interesting differences. In RS
37 colloquiai phrases were used, in SS only 19. Some subjects in SS used their
own (Student) idiomatic style such as,"What a rotten day," but in most cases the
idiomatic phrases or colloquiai markers were added to what was otherwise
formal speech. While subjects in SS feit quite free to mention the Status
asymmetry explicitly, in RS formulations such as "all paletti". "that would be
Just wild", "we must be able to pull this off," and certain abbreviations and
dialect forms were the most characteristic. Typical for the RS was also the
amount of such items used by individual subjects: the 37 phrases were produced
by only 13 of the 21 subjects. This again confirms the notion of two separate
styles of dealing with the Situation.

Idiomatic phrases, the use of dialect and a certain degree of looseness can be
seen as important factors for maintaining a personal relationship and softening
the request.

3.3.3 Cooperative strategies

communicative intention is a reconfirmation by the assistant that everything is
ok.

b. Offering compensation

Many subjects chose to actively mention the apparent conflict(14 in RS cf. 8 in
SS). For example they say, "I don't know whether you can finish that within
normal working hours," or "I know your normal working day is over." Some of
these subjects make offers to the assistant to ease the Situation (6 in RS, 3 in

SS), thus acknowledging the personal interests of the assistant and demonstrating respect for her preference to go home. Mostly subjects offer the
opportunity to leave earlier or come in later another day:"You can come in later
tomorrow then"."You can leave earlier on another day." Two participants in RS
even offer their own time or help: "Can I be of any help?","TU stay here longer,
too, are explicit offers to make up for the unpleasant request. Mentioning the
conflict openly and offering other forms of compensation can be taken as
Clements of a cooperative style. The unpleasant demand on the assistant is
acknowledged. but it is also made clear that the task must be completed.
c. Fraise

Another, even more obviously cooperative move is praising the abilities of the
assistant. In one case the head of department expresses his faith and trust in the

Getting someone to do what you want relies essentially on the compliance of the
other person. The goal of compliance gaining can be reached by means of

capabilities of the assistant to finish the difficult task: "I have faith in you","Tm
sure you can manage that." Other subjects are less direct when mentioning the

several different strategies.

ability of the assistant: "You know the case, you know what to do." This
Strategie move was only used in the RS (by 4 subjetcs).

Most of our subjects in the reactance Situation go to quite some effort to make

the compliance as easy as possible for the assistant.
The following Strategie moves could be isolated:

The expression of praise has two sides, however. It is a good tactic to
demonstrate faith in the abilites of the assistant, because it puts her under

a. Cooperative questions

pressure and leaves her little opportunity to refuse. Also this kind of praise is a
paternalistic way of treating someone, and typically voiced in hierarchical

In Order to give the assistant the feeling of having influence, some subjects offer
her a decisive say in connection with the choice of the new furniture by asking
what she would prefer.

Another form of cooperative questions is related to the task itself. In RS more
subjects(6 compared to 1 in SS) asked "real" questions as to whether Ms Dorn
knew the case, whether she had everything she needs and/or whether any

necessary Information was missing (p<.02). Questions which require an answer

situations (such as mother-child interactions). This is not to say that complimenting someone on his or her ablities is not a very important part of workplace interactions, but depending on the specific Situation it can be used to get
someone to do something while appearing to be cooperative.
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d. Making it personal

Another way of getting the assistant to cooperate is to show how important the
requested task is and demonstrate personal interest. Such utterances can be seen
as a kind of self-disclosure, e.g. "I'm showing you how much it means to me",
"I would appreciate that," is typical for this strategy. Again. this Strategie move
does not occur very frequently, but is used more often in RS than in SS.

To give the request such a personal touch is a way of making the whole task
so important that a rejection becomes more unlikely. How could an assistant
seriously consider not fulfilling a task that is so important to her boss?

triendly

unrnendly

authontanan

egalitarian

rushed

pleasant

unpleasant

3.3.4 Power strategy

Very direct utterances in the form of commands, threats or even accusations
could be used to make an employee to do what the boss wants. Interestingly, we

confused

could not find many cases of such typical power strategy moves.
One subject (in SS) employed a power strategy move, putting the assistant
under pressure by asking why she had not finished the file already, implying
that she was responsible for the delay.
Another indicator of power strategy is the use of direct commands. In the SS

• staxidaxd Situation
o reactance Situation

12 instances of such direct commands occured. in RS only 8. Without the risk of
reactance, the bosses in SS seem to feel more self-confident and more sure of
their powerful position.

This notion is confirmed by another indicator. Looking more closely at
evaluation phrases, we found that more than 50% of the subjects in SS summed
up the Situation by referring to the work Situation, but only 20% of subjects in
RS. They use phrases like "Then we can continue with our regulär work". "Ts
there anything eise urgent?" and "Did any problems come up this morning?",
thus addressing the work Situation itself. It is not surprising that subjects in RS
tend to avoid mentioning the sensitive work Situation. Being more open about

Figure /. Significant differences in the judgement of Standard and reactance
Situation

We found that Speakers in SS are rated as a little less friendly than Speakers in
RS. also as authoritarian rather than egalitarian, as more rushed, unsympathetic,
but also as more active, sure and clear than Speakers in RS. Interpreted in terms

of politeness theory this means that subjects in SS focus on being understood
rather than being polite.

the existing hierarchy is typical of the Standard Situation.
Discussion
3.4

Semantic differential

The final procedure for the analysis of the role-playing Situation is a method
common in social psychological research into partner hypotheses. Global ratings
of the whole communication Situation by external observers is quite often used
to assess the effectiveness of a partner hypothesis in a given Situation.
In our study we had 20 students listen to the audio-tapes of the conversations
and rate them on a semantic differential (= 12 bipolar adjectives on a 7-point
scale).

Significant differences (p<.01) between the ratings of SS and RS were found
for 7 adjective pairs (see figure 1).

The aim of our research project was to find differences in the speech behaviour
of subjects vvho were asked to perform two different role-play situations ending
with a request, in a work-place setting.

The first role-play condition was a Standard Situation in which subjects feit
that their requests to the subordinate were legitimate and also knew that the
subordinate was Willing or able to comply. In the second condition, called a
reactance-prone Situation, the subject again considered his legitimacy to ask for
something to be high, but was not so sure whether the subordinate would
comply or perhaps even refuse to fulfill the task. The reactance prone Situation
could also be described as a face-threatening Situation motivating the requesting
subject to be concerned about the hearer's face.
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Across our three methodological approaches (quantitative analysis of speech

markers, analysis of conversational strategies and evaluation of the verbal
behaviour by external observers) vve found that Speakers in the Standard
Situation don't go to much trouble to get their way. They use a more direet and

more powerful style to verbalise the request. They address work-related issues
more clearly and don't hesitate to point to the Status hierarchy. In accordance
with these findings external observers judged Speakers in SS to be more
authoritarian, more unsympathetic and more rushed.
On the other hand, in the reactance-prone Situation. Speakers try to mitigate
the Situation in order to diminish the risk of reactance or resistance from the

hearer. Subjects use a less direet and less forceful style, they avoid commandlike requests and prefer more indirect forms of requesting (statements and
questions). The subjects in SS mention the task significantly more often than
subjects in RS, applying the technique of chunking, i.e. presenting the request in
little pieces. Further analysis of interaction strategies demonstrated a tendency

in RS to use more vague and impersonal forms for the whole dialogue in order
to avoid the responsibility for the Situation by referring to external sources. On
the other hand, Speakers in RS quite often engage in cooperative behaviours
such as asking questions to ensure that the assistant can fulfil the task, offering

Baumgardner & Brownee. 1987: Strategie failure in social interaction: Evidence
for expectancy disconfirmation process. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology. 53(3):525-535.
Bradac, J.J. & Wisegarver, 1984: Ascribed Status, lexical diversity, and accent:
determinants of perceived Status, solidarity, and control of speech style.
Journal ofLanguage and Social Psychology,3:239-255.

Brown, R. & Gilman, A., 1960: The pronouns of power and solidarity. In Th.A.
Sebeok (ed.). Style in language. Cambridge, MA, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, pp 253-277.
Brown, P. & Levinson, S., 1978: Universals in language usage: Politeness
phenomena. In E. Goody (ed.), Questions and politeness. Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, pp 56-324.

Cody, M., McLaughlin, M. & Schneider, M., I98I: The impact of relational
sequences and intimacy on the selection of interpersonal persuasion tactics: A
reanalysis. Communication Quarterly,29{2):9l-\Q6.

Dorn-Mahler et al., 1989: Intonation bei Aufforderungen. Teil 2: Eine

experimentelle Untersuchung. (Arbeiten aus dem SFB 245 "Sprechen und
Sprachverstehen im sozialen Kontext." Heidelberg/Mannheim, Bericht Nr.8.)
Mannheim, Universität, Lehrstuhl für Psychologie III.

compensation to make up for the unpleasant Situation, and/or offering participation in decision making in other matters (deciding about new furniture for the

Erickson, B. et al., 1978: Speech style and Impression formation in a court

Office).

mental Social Psychology, 14:266—279.
Fine, M.G. et al., 1987: Ethical issues in defining and evaluating women s

A closer look at interaction strategies in RS reveals two different styles which
subjects may adopt when dealing with a Situation of potential conflict: some
subjects choose to remain formal and try to conclude the sensitive topic as
quickly as possible. Others prefer a more cooperative partner-directed style to
secure the socio-emotional relationship with the subordinate. They choose a

setting: The effects of 'powerful' and 'povverless' speech. Journal ofExperi

communication in the workplace. In L. Stewart & S. Teng-Toomey (eds.),
Communication, Gender and Sex Roles in Diverse Interaction Contexts.
Norwood, New York, Eilex Publishing Co.

Galtung, J., 1959: Expectations and the interaction process. Inquiry, 2:213-234.

more personal style, characterised by idiomatic phrases and frequent addressing
of the assistant. It is the subjects in RS who ask more cooperative questions and
who offer compensation. Although these differences in style cannot be secured
statistically, it nevertheless appears useful to follow up the notions of face-

Goffman, E., 1972: On face-work: An analysis of ritual elements in social

management and compliance-gaining in asymmetrical work situations.

effects: 31 mcKa-anaXyses. Psychological Bulletin, 9n:363-3S().
Herrmann, Th., 1982: Sprechen und Situation. Berlin, Springer.

To study complex and highly varied communicative speech, a single-method
approach is not sufficient. What is called for is an interdisciplinary multimethod
approach combining qualitative linguistic measurements, conversational analyti-

cal approaches as well as methods from experimental social psychology.
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